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OneFlow Systems
We partnered with OneFlow Systems in 2013 to help them build their printing software platform. Both teams worked hand in hand from the very beginning until the acquisition of the product by HP Inc., and beyond.
“Their services were crucial during product development and contributed much to the successful closure of the deal. We won’t be able to achieve this without Codex.”
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Chris Knighton
Global Sales Director
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HP inc.
After the acquisition of OneFlow Systems’ platform, we continued to support HP Inc. in building the Siteflow platform and PrintOS infrastructure. Our specialists are also involved in other software projects and digital initiatives of the corporation.
“Codex have provided me with a great team for more than a decade. High quality engineers and managers that understand the dynamics of my business. I look forward to our relationship continuing.”
[image: Nigel Watson]
Nigel Watson
Business Incubation Director
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Pronoun
The NYC-based software startup Pronoun was building a self-publishing platform and turned to Codex Software looking for end-to-end software engineering and data science services. The collaboration helped Pronoun secure several rounds of investments, launch the product, and complete the acquisition deal with Macmillan Publishers in 2016.
“Brilliant developers, you’ll hardly find any better. Happy to work with them any day. In fact, I am already working with them on my next startup.”
[image: Ben Zhuk]
Ben Zhuk
Co-founder, Head of Product
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Macmillan
Macmillan - one of the US Big Five publishing houses, - operates a number of business process automation digital products. Thanks to the extensive experience in this domain, we helped the publisher extend their software departments, and remain their trusted technology partner since.
“Codex Software provides invaluable help when it is needed the most. Their contributions to the key components, broad technology expertise and persistent high quality of delivery make them the partner of choice for us.”
[image: Rob Guttman]
Rob Guttman
Senior VP
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Culture Connect
Culture Connect is a software platform that helps art institutions build digital interactive experiences. Looking to power-up the development of the core product, they engaged with Codex and received an end-to-end team led by the head of development. This helped to implement numerous architectural and holistic product improvements, add new features, and led to a lucrative acquisition deal with Axiell in late 2019.
“We have an ongoing relationship with Codex Software. They’re highly productive and efficient, working well together to quickly solve problems. I trust them and rate the quality of their work very highly.”
[image: Samantha Diamond]
Samantha Diamond
VP, Digital Engagement
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Axiell
We partnered with one of the world’s largest providers of software solutions for cultural and educational institutions after the closure of the deal between Axiell and Culture Connect. Still remaining the primary developers of Culture Connect’s core product, Codex also helps to build, improve and extend the range of Axiell’s other software solutions and services.
“Codex Software provided exemplary services, ranging from quality assurance to technical leadership. Their engineers are skilled, communicate smoothly and contribute to the success of our products. Can’t be more satisfied.”
[image: Pascal Collberg]
Pascal Collberg
Head of R&D




Looking to develop a software product or hire a development team?
Let's talk. Leave your details for a free consultation.
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